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FEATURES

-40 °C to +85 °C, operating temperature ›

1.5 GHz CPU ›

Optional UPS module to protect data ›

MIL-STD-810F available, Meets CE Class requirements ›

PC/104 and Mini PCI expansion, Up to three (3) wireless devices  ›
supported

122 mm high x 170 mm wide x 340 mm deep ›
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RMB-C1

Environmentally sealed, rugged mobile server.
The RMB-C1 is designed for applications where severe 
environment and high performance meet, requiring 
a COTS-level solution. Long-term reliability is the core 
of our COTS design philosophy. The RMB-C1 is one of 
our CORE Systems™ products, whose tightly integrated 
design ultimately combines the electrical, thermal, and 
mechanical components into a complete system with no  
compromise to any one segment. 

The RMB-C1 packages an advanced computer/server sys-
tem in an environmentally sealed enclosure. The unique 
thermal design allows fanless operation over the full  
temperature range with CPU speeds to 1.5 GHz. The 
RMB-C1 can be used as a central server, a stand-alone CPU, 
or a remote control. 

For more information, contact: sales@octagonsystems.com RSC# 37041 @ www.mil-embedded.com/rsc
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FEATURES

Integrated thermal system optimized for fanless operation ›

Wireless friendly: GPS, GSM, GPRS, Wi-Fi ›

Software drivers included for Linux and Windows › ® XPe

Standard platform allows reuse of software from project   ›
to project

Internal power supply immune to extreme transients ›
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CORE Systems™

Rugged, ready–to–use systems with expansion via 
PC/104 and Mini PCI connectors. 
Octagon has leveraged its 27 years of experience to 
develop a line of fully functional, powerful computing 
systems where reliable operation in harsh environments 
is the overriding requirement. These rugged, mobile  
servers operate fanless even at extended temperatures. 
The no-compromise design optimizes electrical, thermal, 
and mechanical components for maximum reliability. The 
XMB-S, RMB-S, and RMB-C1 are ideal for installation in 
police cars, buses, rail cars, taxis, trucks, mining equip-
ment, and other harsh industrial environments. 

For more information, contact: sales@octagonsystems.com RSC# 37046 @ www.mil-embedded.com/rsc
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